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Recap From Last Month
Quick way to tell if you computer is infected: when you look on your computer and you see
things like Regcure, my Web search, fun Web products, quick shopping, easy shopping on your
Internet Explorer toolbar is a quick and easy indication that things have install on your
computer that are not good for.
Blackouts: Don’t let them interrupt your work and destroy your hardware.. Install a UPS.
Ink Usage in printer: printer use ink when you turn them on and off, so it may pay to leave them
on.

This Month
UPS’s:
I learnt something very interesting this month, yes even I learn new things. The batteries
used in UPS’s are similar to your car battery and need to be changed every two to three
years, if you do not do this you will find that your UPS will not hold a charge so when
the power goes out so will your computer. So if your UPS is more than three years old
do a power down tests. Remember to make sure your computer is off, leave your
monitor on so you can see the Orange Power light turn off. Turn the UPS off from the
wall and see if the monitor stays on. If it does your battery needs changing. Check your
manual for the replacement type of the battery and searched on-line for a replacement
and the cost, if the cost is 80% of the replacement of UPS replace the whole unit, better
to have new than keep old.
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Large Email sending:
In these modern days of large e-mail, Microsoft have forgotten to change the default
timeout when sending e-mails. This can lead to the e-mail being sent multiple times
clogging up recipients mailboxes and sometimes causing them to exceed their bandwidth
limits. The easiest way to tell this is happening is that the e-mail sits in the out going
mail folder even after you have done a send and receive. To Fix, look what e-mail
clients(outlook, outlook express, thunderbird.) you are using and then Google “changing
timeout value for your ( mail client name)”

Slate Computers:
With the new breed of computing now at a fingertips such as the Ipad, many of Apples
competitors are following their example. Like any computer you have to ask yourself
what do I want this to do, and can it do it. Even though the Ipad has a lot to offer its still
fall short of a truly practical device. As with its competitors have instilled in their
devices with the practicality of USB, memory card slot, for transferring music, data, and
photos. Plug in external hard drives filled with movies or music for kids on the move. A
lot are based around Windows 7, this gives you the ability to put practical applications,
programs and games on your slate computer.

If you think other can benefit form this information forward it on to them
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Adverts

For those into personal development and taking your mind and life to a different level
Unleash the Power Within Special Price offer is on at the moment
Gold normal $1495 only $995 with a free upgrade to VIP which is normally $1895
Which Means VIP for Only $995

Click link bellow to Book Now and Save
http://url2lg.com/Unleash
I Hope I will see your there
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MSI this state's24” All in One
Imagine right now have one of these units in your kitchen, kid’s room or even the garage
You can watch TV, look up recipes, video calls, skype and much more.

TV tuner card and monitor arm sold separate

• Intel® Core 2 Quad Q9400s / Intel® Pentium E5400
• Genuine Windows® 7 Home Premium
• Premium Sound Technology with 2 x 5W Speaker,10W Subwoofer
• 23.6" (16:9), 1920 x 1080, Full-HD Multi-Touch Panel
• 4G DDR3 Memory / 1TB SATA2 Hard Drive
• Discrete ATI Radeon HD5730 with 1GB (or 512MB) DDR3 VRAM
Or HD565v with 1GB (or 512MB) DDR3 VRAM
• Double-layer DVD Super Multi
• 802.11 b/g/n WiFi Networking
• The Most Complete Expanded Interface
• Wireless keyboard / Mouse
• Built in web cam

$1900 includes installation

Would you like to promote your business to nerd man’s clients
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